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LOST IN
CANADIAN
WATERS.

Explore maritime history
and national treasures
with our latest coins.
AT BOUTIQUES STARTING
MAY 6 AND MINT.CA
APRIL 29

NEW
3-COIN
SERIES.

the foggy scene of
the Empress with the
bow of the Storstad
just before impact!

A.

TRAGEDY ON
THE ST. LAWRENCE.

B.

In 1914, the greatest maritime disaster in Canadian history unfolded on the
St. Lawrence River. In the early morning hours of May 29, the RMS Empress of Ireland
was making her way to sea near Rimouski, Quebec. She was one of the fastest and
most comfortable transatlantic passenger ships of her time. Just as a thick fog
began rolling in, her crew spotted the Norwegian collier Storstad nearby and stopped
all engines to avoid a collision. Tragically, when the Storstad re-emerged from the
fog, she was only 30 metres away and ploughed into the Empress. Within 14 minutes,
the Empress and 1,012 of her 1,477 passengers and crew were gone.
The magnitude of the disaster rivalled that of the Titanic but was lost in the upheaval
of the First World War. Almost 50 years passed before the Empress was rediscovered
and interest in the tragedy renewed. Today, she is a National Historic Site.
$20
fine silver
(99.99% pure)
proof
(with colour)
31.39 g
38 mm
plain
(with edge
lettering)
John Horton

LOST SHIPS IN CANADIAN
WATER SERIES

A. 2014 $20 Fine Silver Coin—
100th Anniversary of the
LOST OF THE RMS Empress
of Ireland
#130532
95 NO GST/HST!*

$109

Limited to 7,000 coins
worldwide.
Quick find:
mint.ca/EmpressofIreland
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Also available

B. 2014 50-Cent Silver-Plated
Coloured Coin
#130544
95 †

$34

Artist: Yves Bérubé

Limited to 15,000 coins
worldwide.

MEET CANADA’S
DRAGONFLY GIANT.
The stunning dragonfly on this coin is
the green darner, one of the most
captivating and widespread species
found throughout southern Canada.
Hold the coin at a 45 degree angle
under light and watch its habitat come
to life!

2nd issue
IN THe
SERIES.

$10
fine silver
(99.99% pure)
proof
(with colour)
15.87 g
34 mm
serrated
Celia Godkin

DRAGONFLIES OF CANADA SERIES

2014 $10 Fine Silver Coin—
Green Darner
#128863
95 NO GST/HST!*

$79

Limited to 10,000 coins worldwide.
Quick find: mint.ca/Darner

WARTIME FAREWELL.
2014 Silver Dollar Proof Set—
100th Anniversary of the
Declaration of the First
World War
#130504
95†

$99

Limited to 30,000 sets worldwide.
QUICK FIND: mint.ca/DollarSet

What words were spoken as Canadians
prepared for war, as citizens-turnedsoldiers stood tall with patriotic
enthusiasm and well-wishers masked the
dark foreboding with uncertain smiles?
The “War to End All Wars” was a time
unlike any other for Canada, and is one
that remains etched in our national
consciousness generations later.
Commemorate it with this poignant set.

100% Satisfaction 100% guaranteed or your money back.
1-888-215-3288 • mint.ca/impression
back
moneyantee
guar
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King George VI and Queen Elizabeth on platform of Royal Train - Royal Tour 1939.
Source: William Lyon Mackenzie King / Library and Archives Canada / PA-203283

1939: CANADA’S FIRST-EVER ROYAL TOUR.
It was historic—a grand, 29-day tour of almost 14,000 km as North America
welcomed the first reigning monarch to ever visit its shores.
King George VI and his royal consort Queen Elizabeth were greeted by huge crowds
of adoring well-wishers when they arrived in the city of Québec aboard HMY Empress
of Australia on May 17, 1939. There they boarded a royal train that included the best
carriages Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Railway had to offer, with two
specially fitted convertible McLaughlin-Buicks for touring crowd-lined streets.
As the royal couple travelled across the country to Victoria and then back again
along a more northerly route, they were greeted with warmth and enthusiasm in
every city and town along the way. They gave their farewell radio address in Halifax
before boarding the RMS Empress of Britain and paying one final visit to
Newfoundland, the last stop in the historic royal tour.
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DOUBLE EFFIGIES IN
ULTRA-HIGH RELIEF!

A.

the King and Queen on the train’s
caboose, the focal point of every
stop along the tour. Antique
finish adds a regal, period flair.
$20
fine silver
(99.99% pure)
antique
31.39 g
38 mm
serrated
adaptation
from official
photographs

B.

$25

STUNNING ANTIQUE FINISH.

fine silver
A. 2014 $20 Fine
(99.99% pure)
Silver Coin—75th
proof
Anniversary of the
30.76 g
First Royal Visit
36 mm
#130052
plain
95 NO GST/HST!*

$139

Limited to 5,000 coins
worldwide.

adaptation
from official
photographs

DOUBLE EFFIGIES!

B. 2014 $25 Fine
Silver Coin—75th
Anniversary of the
First Royal Visit
#130067
95 NO GST/HST!*

$149

Limited to 6,000 coins
worldwide.
Quick find:
mint.ca/RoyalVisit

actual size
actual size

BE AMONG VERY FEW TO OWN THESE UNIQUE COINS.
1-888-215-3288 • mint.ca/impression
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6th issue
IN THe
SERIES.

Multiple finishes create
exceptional detailing
and depth—set off by a
stunning maple leaf
hologram.

THE MAPLE’S GIFT OF LONGEVITY.
Chinese culture is rich with symbolism. Virtually every animal and plant has meaning
attached to it, such as good luck, prosperity or longevity, one of the most significant
blessings one can hope to receive.
Ancient Chinese traditions believed cranes lived for centuries, and so this bird came to
symbolize long life. The “slow and steady” tortoise was another obvious choice, as was
the chrysanthemum, a well-established flower for brewing health-promoting tea.
This Asian-inspired coin combines these symbols to create an extra-potent wish for
longevity. Also present is the hologram of a maple leaf, which surprisingly also has a
place in Chinese folklore. The maple leaf represents a person’s happiness at home
and at work, and red maple leaves can also be paired with chrysanthemums to
symbolize an abundant harvest.
$15
fine silver
(99.99% pure)
proof
(with selective
hologram)
31.39 g
38 mm
serrated
Simon Ng
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HOLOGRAM MAPLE SERIES

2014 $15 Fine Silver Coin—Maple of Longevity
#130304
88 NO GST/HST!*

$98

Limited to 8,888 coins worldwide.
Quick find: mint.ca/MapleofLongevity

Coin design
conveys the
powerful
relationship
between people
and the buffalo.

2ND issue
IN THE
SERIES.

SHARE THE POWER OF RESPECT.
Respect is a cornerstone of Aboriginal life. It means living with dignity and having a
reverence for all living things. Aboriginal people have long respected the buffalo for
the food, clothing and tools it provided.
The fact that this great beast gave its life to sustain the people made its life greater
than theirs, not less. Buffalo could thrive without the people, but the people could
not live without the buffalo, and they were humbled by the profound respect it
showed them year after year.
Respect is one of the lessons in the Seven Sacred Teachings practiced by Aboriginal
people throughout North America for living a full and happy life. While variations of
these teachings exist, this diversity only enriches them and underscores the
universality of their wisdom.
Collect all seven Sacred Teachings Coins—love, respect, courage, honesty, wisdom,
humility and truth—an outstanding celebration of First Nations wisdom and art.
$20
fine silver
(99.99% pure)
proof
(with gold plate)
31.83 g
40 mm
serrated
Nathalie Bertin

THE SEVEN SACRED TEACHINGS Series

2014 $20 Fine Silver Coin—Respect: Buffalo
#132623
95 NO GST/HST!*

$109

Limited to 7,000 coins worldwide.
Quick find: mint.ca/Respect

Subscribe to the complete series mint.ca/SacredTeachings
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6th issue
IN THE
SERIES.

Struck in the world’s purest gold—
99.999% pure. The perfect addition
to any Asian-inspired collection.

A WISH FOR
A LONG AND HAPPY LIFE.
This unique lotus-shaped coin is the perfect setting for this elegant design of two
cranes in a pine tree. A pair of cranes can symbolize a long and happy union and
the pine tree represents resilience, making this gold coin an original and luxurious
wedding or anniversary gift. It’s destined to become a cherished family heirloom
that will bring every owner a sincere blessing of longevity.
$150
fine gold
(99.999% pure)
proof
10.4 g
22.5 mm
plain
Charles Vinh

2014 $150 Pure Gold Coin—Blessings of Longevity
#130330
88 NO GST/HST!*

$988

Limited to 888 coins worldwide.
Quick find: mint.ca/Longevity

CRAFTSMANSHIP. PURITY. LOW MINTAGE.
1-888-215-3288 • mint.ca/impression

Each coin is struck
four times using
special tooling, and is
meticulously crafted
and polished by hand
for a stunning result.

GIVE AN HISTORIC MILESTONE
THE ROYAL TREATMENT.
This exquisite coin reigns as the most exclusive keepsake to mark the 75th anniversary
of the first royal visit to Canada. With an exclusive mintage, 99.999% pure gold, and
the exceptional sculpting of ultra-high relief, it is pure elegance and luxury.

actual size

$200
fine gold
(99.999% pure)
proof
33.17 g
30 mm
serrated
adaptation from
official photographs

2014 $200 Pure Gold Coin—
75th Anniversary of the
First Royal Visit
#130100
95 NO GST/HST!*

$2,999

Limited to 500 coins worldwide.
Quick find: mint.ca/1939
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LATEST ISSUES IN
THE POPULAR
O CANADA 2014
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To see complete
details go to
mint.ca/OCanada2014

Shipping and handling charges will apply.

Products may differ from those shown and are not actual size unless specified. The
Royal Canadian Mint reserves the right to refuse or limit orders, and to change its
prices and product offerings without notice. The Royal Canadian Mint also reserves the
right to impose purchase quantity limits on certain items. The date of shipment will vary
depending on the volume of orders received, product availability and other factors.
Weights herein are nominal unless otherwise specified. While every effort is made to
ensure the information, images and prices printed in this mailer are fully accurate, the
Royal Canadian Mint makes no warranty for the accuracy of the same and reserves
the right to make corrections in the contents of this mailer without notice. The Royal
Canadian Mint also makes every effort to anticipate product demand. However, some
products may sell out during the production of our advertising materials and are no
longer available once these documents enter general distribution.
Return policy: If you are not satisfied with your purchase, simply
return it to us by regular mail in its original packaging within 30 days
from the date of purchase and we will gladly offer you a replacement
(subject to product availability) or send you a full refund.

Pour recevoir cet envoi en français, téléphonez au 1-888-215-3288 sans frais.
This campaign ends July 25, 2014 (subject to product availability).

© 2014 Royal Canadian Mint. All rights reserved. ENG-COV-MAY14

All prices are in Canadian dollars.

* PST will be charged where applicable.
† GST/HST/PST will be charged where applicable.

